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Learning to: create inference questions based on
different parts of the story.

Listen to the next part of our story first.

Let’s remind ourselves of how to write an inference question.
• Step 1: Understand what you have just read. Write a quick summary if this
helps.
• Step 2: Look for evidence that might suggest feelings of characters or events
that might happen later on.
• Step 3: Use that evidence to create a question.

Remember we have to read between the lines when answering an inference
question. The answer won’t be written down we have to look for evidence,
which might give us a clue to the answer!

Have a go at all the steps first by yourself. If you get stuck, go onto the next slides for some
guidance.

Step 1: Understand the passage you’ve been given.
Step 2: Look for evidence which might suggest how
characters are feeling or events that might take place.

Step 3 – Use the information to create a question.
Here are some sentence starts we could use.

Step 1: Understand the
passage you’ve been given.
• Lord Asriel opens the vessel
(the box).
• People in the room are angry
and are crying out.
• The Master asks what is in
the box.

Step 2: Look for evidence which might
suggest how characters are feeling or
events that might take place.
“confused babble breaks out”
“cries of horror”
“loud protests”
“voices raised in anger and fear” – all of
these things making me wonder what is
in the box and what type of man is Lord
Asriel to cause something like that.
“But what –”
“- hardly human -” – people are unable
to speak.

Step 3 – Use the information to create a
question. Here are some sentence starts
we could use.

What does this suggest about
Lord Asriel’s character?
Predict what might be in the
box?
How do the characters feel at
this point in the story?
Why do the characters react in
this way?

